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INTRODUCTION
This whitepaper describes the initial sale in which the FIATUM TOKEN is sold. FIATUM is a crypto
token that is designed to be used for all services provided by the FIATUM’s existing exchange
platforms as explained in this whitepaper. FIATUM also can be used as a Crypto Token to pay for
any other services provided by other business entities. FIATUM will generally not limit the usage of
FIATUM or the types of business entities that would like to use FIATUM for their business.
We are the Company registered in Vilnius, Lithuania and have the UK AEMI with Mastercard,
UnionPay and Visa principal membership for issuing and acquiring our own IBANs and SWIFT
codes. We have Digital Exchange License allowing crypto exchange and crypto deposits.
Additionally, we have a Cayman Islands financial license which can be used for asset
management. Also, we have a Hong Kong license which can be used for exchange operations.
Please see all the documents on our website: https://fiatum.com/documents in Documents
section.
Our team members are of the opinion that in a world everyone shall be able to have access to
prime financial services, not only the privileged ones. Cryptocurrency tokens are digital assets
created from the blockchain of another cryptocurrency. A blockchain is a digital ledger in which
information is stored in blocks linked together. This information can be transaction records or
fullfledged programs running on the blockchain, called smart contracts. Using tokens has many
advantages over traditional methods. Tokens have no static data. The token is self-sufficient and
contains all the information needed for authentication. This is great for scalability because it frees
your server from having to store session state
Cryptocurrency helps people to achieve this goal and our mission is to share with our Clients the

products and services necessary for the Crypto world to become an integral part of their future.

With your help, FIATUM will build a internationally recognized crypto exchange, powering the

future of FIATUM tokens. We realized that bringing cryptocurrencies to the everyday customer

would require specialized crypto services. All of the benefits of cryptocurrency, including cheaper

transaction costs, faster payment transactions, and the removal of national borders, will only

become a reality until people can use cryptocurrencies in the same manner they use any other fiat

currency

OUR GOALS
Fiatum is dedicated to resolving inefficiencies in payment systems by developing innovative,
practical, and long-term solutions. Fiatum is introducing its Clients to the new era of the digital
financial system by utilizing the possibilities of blockchain technology.
We aim to provide the ability to create our own banking system which will be available to anyone in
the world. Fiatum intends to provide the most affordable way to enter the market of
cryptocurrencies. Fiatum proposes to address the cryptocurrency era's banking needs. The main
purpose of Fiatum is to create crypto-fiat operation accessible to everyone all over the world.
You can be a part of this new economy not only as a Client, but also as the owner of your own
Crypto-financial Platform, complete with a full suite of services and your own branded plastic card,
under our licensing. With the commercial launch of its worldwide financial transaction Crypto
processing platform, Fiatum overcomes this challenge.
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Fiatum will allow customers to finally be able to use cryptocurrencies to pay for fiat-based goods

without transaction limits and with low commission on any of the world’s existing 42 million

payment terminals, alongside a large range of internet stores and payment points.

Fiatum's technological platform is evolving to include algorithms that match the most efficient

exchange rates across natural peer-to-peer flow and third-party crypto-exchanges.

DISCLAMER
FIATUM is not intended to constitute a security in any jurisdiction. This white paper is not a
solicitation for investment and does not pertain in any way to an offering of securities in any
jurisdiction. Please note that purchases of FIATUM are final and non-refundable. Individuals,
businesses, and other organizations should carefully weigh the risks, costs, and benefits of acquiring
FIATUM. You are not eligible to and you shall not purchase FIATUM through its token sale if you
are a citizen or resident (tax or otherwise) of any country or state where the purchase of FIATUM
or similar Crypto Token may be prohibited or the token sale is deemed to be not compliant with the
applicable laws and regulations. In particular, if you are a resident of People’s Republic of China,
you cannot purchase FIATUM through the token sale. You should carefully consider the risks, costs,
and any other demerits of acquiring FIATUM, and, if necessary, obtain your own independent
advice in this regard. If you are not in the position to accept nor to understand the risks associated
with the token sale of FIATUM (including the risks related to the non-development of FIATUM
PLATFORM) or any other risks a indicated in this whitepaper.
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, FIATUM, any
entities of FIATUM and officers and employees thereof shall not be liable for any indirect, special,
incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not
limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection
with any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof by you. Any entities of
FIATUM and officers and employees thereof shall not be liable for your loss of FIATUM after it is
transferred to you by any reason including but not limited to your failure to maintain or backup an
accurate record of your password or password cracking by somebody due to your poor
maintenance of your password.
FIATUM will do its best to launch its operations and develop FIATUM PLATFORM. Any person
undertaking to acquire FIATUM acknowledges and understands however that FIATUM does not
provide with any warranty as to the release of the FIATUM PLATFORM. They acknowledge and
understand therefore that FIATUM (incl. its bodies and employees) assumes no liability or
responsibility for any loss or damage that would result from or relate to the incapacity to use the
FIATUM.
This whitepaper and any other materials or explanations made by FIATUM and its officers and
employees shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an investment. They
do not constitute or relate in any way nor should they be considered as an offering of securities in
any jurisdiction. This whitepaper does not include nor contain any information or indication that
might be considered as a recommendation or that might be used as a basis for any investment
decision.
Neither FIATUM nor any of its officers and employees are to be or shall be considered as advisor in
any legal, tax or financial matters. Acquiring FIATUM shall not grant any right or influence over
FIATUM’s organization and governance to the purchasers.
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FIATUM does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or
undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty
or undertaking in relation to the accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in
this whitepaper.
By participating in the token sale of FIATUM , the purchasers represent and warrant to FIATUM

as follows:
a) you are authorized and have full power to purchase FIATUM according to the laws that apply in
your jurisdiction of domicile;

b) you are solely responsible for determining whether the acquisition of FIATUM is appropriate for
you;

c) You have carefully considered the risks, costs, and any other demerits of acquiring FIATUM and
understood such the risks, costs, and any other demerits associated with FIATUM and its token
sale;

d) you are not acting for the purpose of speculative investment;

e) you agree and acknowledge that our FIATUM Utility Tokens do not constitute securities in any
form in your jurisdiction, ;

f) you agree and acknowledge that this whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer
document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in your jurisdiction or a
solicitation for investment in securities;

g) you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the
information set out in this whitepaper, no such action has been or will be taken under the laws,
regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dissemination
of this whitepaper to you does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules
have been complied with;

h) the distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or
acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations
or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you
have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to
FIATUM;

i) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any FIATUM , it is not
to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:
i. any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency;

ii. debentures, stocks or shares issued by FIATUM

iii. rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;

iv. rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or pretended

purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss;

v. units in a collective investment scheme;

vi. units in a business trust;

vii. derivatives of units in a business trust; or

viii. any other security or class of securities.
j) you have a good understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, transmission

mechanisms and other material characteristics of cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software

systems, cryptocurrency wallets or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain
technology

and smart contract technology;

k) you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any

FIATUM , there are risks associated with FIATUM and its business and operations;
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l) you agree and acknowledge that FIATUM is not liable for any indirect, special, incidental,

consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited

to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with

any acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof by you;

m) you will not use the token sale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to money

laundering and the financing of terrorism; and

n) all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and nonmisleading
from the time of your access to and/or acceptance of possession this whitepaper or such

part thereof (as the case may be).

FIATUM reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to change, modify, add, or remove portions of

this whitepaper and the terms at any time during the sale by posting the amendment on the

FIATUM website. Any purchaser will be deemed to have accepted such changes by purchasing

FIATUM tokens. If at any point you do not agree to any portion of the then-current version of this

whitepaper and the terms, you should not purchase FIATUM tokens.

FIATUM DESCRIPTION
This Whitepaper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained
from internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly
available information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research,
publicly available information and publications generally state that the information that they
contain has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as
to the accuracy or completeness of such included information. FIATUM has not conducted any
independent review of the information extracted from third party sources, verified the accuracy or
completeness of such information or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied
upon therein.
Consequently, any entities of FIATUM and officers and employees thereof do not make any
representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not
be obliged to provide any updates on the same.
The global desire for cashless payments is growing so fast that abandoning traditional cash as the

preferred method of payment is becoming increasingly realistic. There were more than 780 billion

cashless transactions worldwide in 2019, and mobile contactless payments could exceed $1 trillion

by 2022.
Due to the introduction of a brand-new type of money, cryptocurrencies, people's attitudes around
money have had to evolve. Bitcoin, the world's first cryptocurrency, has been around since 2009
and spawned this a contemporary financial system that revolves around blockchain technology. As
of January 2021, there are over 4,000 cryptocurrencies and the number is expanding by the day.
Cryptocurrencies have various advantages that fiatum currencies cannot match. Currently, if one
individual in Country A wants to send a payment to another individual in Country B the payment
can still take multiple days to reach the recipient, and the sender and recipient often pay a high
fee for the transaction as the multiple parties who are involved in the payment process all need to
take their own cut.
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Cryptocurrencies, with its blockchain technology, can solve this issue as it allows payment to be
made instantly, with lower transaction costs and a high level of security. Cryptocurrencies are still
primarily seen as an investment opportunity, even for those who are aware of the benefits of crypto
over fiatum. In order for the perceived benefits of cryptocurrencies to be realized and benefit all
the participants of the global economy, and not just stay as theory, people need to have the
possibility to use cryptocurrencies in the same ways they currently use traditional forms of currency.
This means allowing instant payments using cryptocurrencies, which do not differ, and improve on,
to the current instant payments offered by the traditional financial system.

Fiatum aims to find a resolution to these issues and usher in a new era for crypto. The aim is to
allow individuals to store, exchange, borrow and spend cryptocurrencies no differently to how they
currently use traditional currencies. Fiatum will be the decentralized hub that connects today's
constricted financial world with the crypto economy of tomorrow that promises opportunities
outside the limits of today s instruments. Fiatum has about 50 employees and is a new digital
platform with its own all-in e-wallet system combining more than 20 crypto, card and banks
accounts featuring storing, receiving, sending and exchanging any of those; We are powered by
European and Asian EMI's which are principal members of Swift, Mastercard, Visa and UnionPay;
We issue cards, open IBAN accounts and have unbelievably low fees on the market!

Fiatum will also provide an API that can be integrated into any website or mobile app as a
complete package. With our white-label product you only need a unique website design to launch
your own crypto-financial platform. We believe that in the near future, anyone will be able to
instantly convert cryptocurrencies into fiat currencies and spend them anywhere in the world via
contactless payment points. It will be faster, cheaper and more secure than any fiat money ever
could.
Using Fiatum’s API any online store can provide their customers with a QR code that can be
scanned to make the payment in crypto, in the same way as they would make a payment at a
contactless payment point. The Fiatum API can be used to create the following products and
services:
From cashless cryptocurrency payments to other services such as cross-border transactions and
cryptocurrency-based loans, it is only a matter of time before the first steps toward this goal are
taken. Fiatum intends to start by bringing one of the best cryptocurrency mobile banking payment
apps to market. Additional services are expected to be offered as it grows in popularity.
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The following are what we consider to be our present goals:
• Fiatum Cryptocurrency Wallet with Fiat Settlements - We plan to create a full suite of cuttingedge technological solutions, including a Processing Center, instant fiatum-crypto and vice versa
exchanges, NFC payments support, integrations with third party crypto payment infrastructure, and
peer-to-peer (P2P) transfers in fiatum and crypto currencies.

• Fiatum aims to be one of the leading payment solutions on the market including technologies
such as Fiatum SX, NFC, working with other leading financial institutions around the globe - to
ensure stability and security of settlements.

• To realize our product vision, we believe that roughly 1 million USD will be required.

• Fiatum own payment infrastructure, which we expect to cover at least 25 000 PCS and online
retailers around the world, is the next big thing. It's impossible to determine marginal costs for each
store connection, but it appears that at least 3 million USD will be needed to create all of the
solutions and enhance our basic infrastructure.
We predict at least 5 million USD will be spent establishing a universal Open API for our products,

as well as developing Fiatum to provide regular financial services and complementary services.

All remaining funds will be used to research and development for technologies such as the Credit

Sub-token Protocol and others.
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Fiatum introduces its own token - FIATUM. It will be the heart of all operations within the Fiatum
platform because said Company offer an all-in crypto-fiat e-wallet system having crypto wallets
linked to cards and bank accounts. The FIATUM token will be a prerequisite to make any
cryptocrypto transaction and is regulated through a smart contract. The aim is to encourage token
holders to use FIATUM regularly, thus increasing Fiatum userbase substantially.
Since September 2021 FIATUM did Community Presale, the IEO sale and is listed on highly ranked
Exchange which considerably increase FIATUM holders and help meet their expectations by
providing a market-leading quality of service. It's a volatile token used as an intermediary in all
crypto-crypto transactions in our system ensuring a constant demand so that its price shall ever
increase
Fiatum shall make sure that liquidity is in good condition by taking all necessary measures, keeping
a shortage by burn and other means.
FIATUM token is standard BSC Token.

You can get acquainted with FIATUM token specifications in our Roadmap posted on our website:
https://fiatum.com/documents
The Fiatum crypto platform is only accessible to holders of FIATUM tokens. When an individual
makes a payment, a charge equal to 0.1-0.5% of the transaction value in FIATUM is deducted
from the FIATUM token holder’s account and burned as transaction fuel. Having a stake in
FIATUM produces a reserve that may be used to power future transactions. At 0.05% is carried
out instantly and is 100% transparent to the user. Fiatum on the basis of automated algorithms
finds the optimal rate for any given transaction at any time, by searching all the exchanges that
Fiatum is integrated with. This means the Client gets the best conversation rate which should
offset the 0.05% transaction charge.
You can find out information on listing in our Roadmap located on our website

https://fiatum.com/documents
The company has the right to perform following events:
• Buyback – up to 15% of company income

• Fiatum Burn – one time per quarter, within 20 quarters

• Lock of token distribution – for 3, 5 and 7 years

• Pre-sales

• IEO
Clients will be able to make transactions in the current VISA, Mastercard, or UnionPay
infrastructure very instantaneously after downloading the Fiatum mobile platform App.
The days of applying for a debit card and waiting weeks for it to arrive are long gone. Clients will be
able to pay for any product or service instantly in cryptocurrencies or BSC standard tokens via the
Fiatum mobile App at any PCS terminal that is equipped with NFC
The Fiatum mobile app will be available for both OS and Android, which will allow users to use
standard services Fiatum will offer.
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These standard services include:
• Purchasing and selling Bitcoin, Ethereum

and a whole range of other cryptocurrencies and tokens;

• Without limits or restrictions, international transactions to

any blockchain wallet account, including bank cards, are possible other than those applied for
antimoney-laundering purposes);

• Crypto asset conversion and exchange;

• Ability to pay for services (phone, utilities, taxes etc.);

• Automatic direct debit payments;

• Fiat currency transactions;

• E-wallet with crypto-fiat exchange.
Additional services that will be available on launch:
• Multi-currency transactions (write-off multiple currencies simultaneously);

• Photo-payments - send the Fiatum team a photo of your invoice and we will take care of the

rest for a set fee.
Services that aim to be added in:
• Traditional Banking Services will assist in bridging the gap between new and old financial worlds;

• Currency transfers and P2P crypto;

• Crypto deposits with the option to earn interest;

• Banking statements;

• Salary accounts
We recognize the risks of money laundering and terrorism financing to the reputation of the crypto

industry and society in general, and we constantly seek to improve our program to be a leading

example of best practice in the cryptocurrency world.
It is in fact the culture that has allowed us to open bank accounts around the world, We want to

believe, that no other cryptocurrency company has this breadth and depth of reach.
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Please be aware that the solutions mentioned in this part may be subject to changes and or
modifications in the future, depending on market needs, regulations, the team's ability to achieve
the best technical performance and other hazards of which the team is or is not aware. Fiatum
future pathways are all developments that have been planned, and are presented for
informational purposes only. These solutions should not be relied upon when purchasing FIATUM
tokens, as they were intended as additional features, not as fundamental functionality of FIATUM
tokens.
If you always want to know up-to-date information about our project, please follow our updates on
website and social media accounts:

https://www.fiatum.com

https://twitter.com/fiatum_bank

https://www.facebook.com/FiatumFB/
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TOKENOMICS
Over the past few years, "tokenomics" has become a popular term to explain the mathematics
and incentives that drive crypto-assets. It includes everything about the mechanics of how an
asset works as well as the psychological or behavioral forces that can affect its value in the long
run.
As in conventional economics, the two powers we are most interested in are supply and demand.
Understanding how they are implied in tokenomics gives us a good idea of how desirable a given
token or cryptocurrency should be. Cryptocurrencies and tokens built on a blockchain have
predetermined, algorithmically generated release schedules. This means that we can predict with
some accuracy how many coins will be created by a certain date in time. Tokenomics is also helpful
to understand how much an asset might be worth in the future.
In 2020 all countries witnessed traditional fiat money economy across the world crashing down
during the Covid-19 pandemic. At the same time, 2020 was also the year for the growth of crypto
space grow by leaps and bounds, as a large number of new investors entered crypto world in
terms of profitable alternative investment during the year. And now in 2021, as new NFTs, DeFis,
dApps and many other new projects keep arriving within the crypto sector every day, it can be
quite difficult to choose the cryptocurrency to invest and store funds. Fiatum has prepared this part
of the Whitepaper in order to show real forecast of tokens issuance and increase the level of
transparency and trust for future and existing investors, traders and token owners:
• We have developed the blockchain for decentralized token (FIATUM token).

• 0xb1891063A5dC63ed59117A0BC291827E8B66a78B is our smart contract address for

the token. We got it audited by Tech Rate audit company and its report shows that our blockchain

technology is secure, if you want to see the Audit Results, please find it on our website in

Documents Section.

• Total emission is 100,000,000.00 tokens, each token equals 1 USD.

• Total capitalization is 100,000,000.00 USD. We use BSC for blockchain development.

Team

10%

Reserve 35%
Pre-sale 2%

Total Emission
100 000 000

ICO

5%

IEO

10%

Staking

32,5%

Partners 5%
Bounty
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0,5%

• The token is used as a “gas” inside our ecosystem and it will be burned at around 0.1 % - 0.5%
each month depending on the volume of actually distributed tokens.

• 10% of funds will be placed to maintain our Team member’s work to organize development of the
Fiatum platform, creation of new collaborations, and enhancement of the platform's digital
infrastructure.

• 5% will be invested in the developing of blockchain ecosystem, forging beneficial alliances with
new Partners that will benefit the company and its stakeholders as it expands.

• 35% of reserve funds will be stored to ensure that Fiatum platform remains completely
independent and has the strategic freedom to expand on its own terms.

• It is planned that our pre-sale rate shall be 2%;

• Initial Exchange offering 10% and Initial Coin Offering at the rate of 5%;

• Our staking of funds which are on hold is 32.5%.
Now we use BEP20 but we plan to have Cross-chain platform (ERC20, TRC20 etc.) very soon,
allowing more freedom on crypto-crypto transactions. Our main token FIATUM is based on BSC
chain, and we use this token for listing, staking etc. But we also intend to protect our investors and
users from fraud and create FIATUM token on ERC and TRC chains to preclude scammers from
creating a token with name FIATUM to mislead public.

Token burn. Beside using token as gas in our ecosystem we will use token burn tool to control the
price of the token. Approximate 0.1% of transactions volume is planned to be burnt to increase the
price of the token
• Referral program, the program that will allow our business Partners to receive up to 10% profit
from a brought project. We plan to implement 2 types of deposits in our token: long-term at 20%
per year and short-term at 5% annually. Bounties, airdrops and referrals, 1 million tokens are kept
aside and may be distributed to the promoters, partners, employees and the community. The
management shall make the decision on bounties later after due deliberations. For all additional
information, please see our TOKEN ROADMAP, on our website in Documents Section.

OUR TEAM
We have assembled a world class team to create, develop and promote our FIATUM Crypto
Platform. Our solid team has a track record of successful startups under our belt.
Just as our FIATUM Crypto Platform development team has goals, our marketing team has also
identified reachable goals. We can achieve instant attention from millions of cryptocurrency
investors with a marketing campaign, leading to maximum sales potential. We expect a high level
of traffic to our website thanks to the ongoing plans we have developed. Our media release
strategy will provide additional opportunities to reach our audience and help us build strong media
relations.

Our social media management tactics will allow us to create strong connections with our
customers one-on-one through direct communication.
Each year, more and more goods and products are purchased using digital currency. The Team of
the Fiatum platform will enable markets to grow their businesses while keeping up with the
changing landscape, resulting in increased revenue.
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Please, find the information about providers on our website.
There are many risks involved in running an exchange. We understand this and believe that our
team has the skills, experience, and leadership to overcome them.
We know this is going to be an extremely competitive space. There are likely to be hundreds, if not
thousands, of teams willing, planning, or performing exchanges. The competition will be tough. But
in this era, that's a common risk for any proper concept/startup or established company. The
question is: given our team, track record, experience, industry resources and product, do you think
we have a better chance than the others?
If so, please join our FIATUM Crypto Platform and enjoy our Services!
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